
WRITING ACTION SCENES IN NOVELS FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL

Jan 21, Fight scenes are the single hardest character interaction to write. Get your exclusive PDF cheatsheet to help
you write the perfect fight scene . Very interesting article, fight scenes fit with fantasy novels, which are my favourite.
note: Ben was kicked out of a fictional high school gang called The Boys.

The six soldiers, watching, were too astonished to move. He fell to the right, into the parade. Discouraged, I
trashed the first draft and did some further research. Leave Out Boring Stuff And the on-the-nose stuff no one
wants to read. The action must propel your story forward and have consequences for your characters, whether
immediately or down the road. Talk tomorrow,. For example, in his Spenser novels, Robert B. Not everyone
has been held up by the collar, but everyone has heard fabric tear and tasted their own blood after an accident.
He stumbled back, blood rushing from his nose. If you remove the fight scene, does the storyline completely
fall apart? Find a question that brings into play an issue your hero has that is important for him to learn. Don't
use dialogue as a substitute for action. Robin in Batman Mentors: Wise characters that help the main character.
Or both. As a reader, merely being told what happens is boring. Verbs not adverbs Fight scenes demand
brevity and adverbs are the opposite. Which feels like it has higher personal stakes? His Chronicles of the
Raven series is worth checking out. Use short, choppy words and sentences to speed up action, or slow it
down by pausing on details or lengthening prose. The second, third and fourth drafts have been much better. In
other words: the outcome of the fight must have crucial and irreversible consequences. Combine several ideas
to form the basis of a new story. Tone down the use of metaphors and similes. Lord Farquaad promises to
remove the fairy tale creatures after Shrek rescues Princess Fiona. Here are a few things to remember about
plotting: A plot is based on cause and effect.


